
 

Molecular map provides clues to zinc-related
diseases
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This image depicts the crystal structure of the extracellular domain of ZIP4, a
protein responsible for the uptake of zinc in the human body from food.
Research by an MSU team, led by chemistry assistant professor Jian Hu, has
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provided the crystal structure of the protein, a major step in developing
medicines to treat zinc-related diseases. Photo courtesy of Jian Hu.

Mapping the molecular structure where medicine goes to work is a
crucial step toward drug discovery against deadly diseases.

Researchers at Michigan State University have taken that critical first
step by providing a crystal structure of the extracellular domain, or ECD,
of ZIP4 - the exclusive protein responsible for the uptake of zinc from
food. The ZIP family consists of thousands of zinc/iron transporter
proteins, and this work represents the first-ever structural information of
the ZIP family at the atomic level.

The results are published in the current issue of Nature Communications
and provide a roadmap for potential target sites for people suffering
from acrodermitis enteropathica, a rare but lethal genetic disorder
leading to severe zinc deficiency, and pancreatic cancer where ZIP4 is
abnormally overexpressed.

"Many drug candidates fail during development because their targets are
buried inside the cell," said Jian Hu, assistant professor in MSU's
chemistry department. "With ZIP4, though, the large ECD is fully
exposed to the extracellular space and quite accessible."

Hu revealed that ZIP4-ECD acts as a critical accessory domain that is
essential for optimal zinc transport. Therefore, targeting it appears to be
a promising strategy regulating the function of ZIP4.

The study also revealed that many human ZIP proteins share a common
architecture in their ECDs. This sheds light on structural and functional
studies of other ZIP proteins involved in a variety of cancers,
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osteoarthritis and other serious diseases. Thanks to Hu's lab, scientists
now have a research foundation on which to further study zinc transport
mechanism of ZIP proteins.

Hu was drawn to study zinc and other trace elements because they are
essential for life, and zinc is the second most-common trace element
behind iron. He focuses on deciphering how the body maintains proper
levels. He also dedicates his efforts to exploring what happens when
amounts of trace elements rise to toxic levels.

"For example, for patients suffering from diseases like Alzheimer's or
Parkinson's, the levels of transition metals, particularly zinc and iron, in
their brains are significantly higher than those of healthy people," Hu
said. "My laboratory is interested in revealing a better understanding of
the body's system of properly handling these trace elements."
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